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Dear Environment and Planning Committee, I would like to make a submissions to the inquiry into Ecosystem
Decline.
My name is Elliott Fraser. I’m 23 years old and live in
Victoria.
I work as a rope access technician and on the side I spend my weekends volunteering for the Dingo Discovery and
Research Centre.
I’ve always had a deep love and care for the rich environment we are so grateful to live amongst. We seriously have
the most unique and amazing native species and vast landscapes all around us.
I’m writing a submission because I feel we need to do more to protect our native dingo.
As mentioned earlier, I spend my spare time volunteering to help protect our native dingo species. They have such a
beautiful nature to them but sadly are very misunderstood to the Australian people. It is our goal to preserve their
gene line so that one day we can release them back into the wild where they belong. Unfortunately, we are unable
to release them to the wild because of threats such as 1080 poison.
1080 poison is a villainous substance that kills everything it comes into contact with. It doesn’t target specific
animals such as feral cats and foxes, any species that consumes it dies a horrific slow death.
It’s an inhumane product that is littered throughout our vast untouched environment.
I went on a camping trip to Dargo this year for the first time with some close friends and during our four wheeled
drive adventures we came through countless amounts of signs displaying that 1080 baits were in the area to
diminish “wild dogs”. The heartbreaking truth is that it means our beloved native dingoes.
A recent scientific study in 2015 by Stephens et
al(https://scholar.google.com.au/scholar?q=2015+stephens+et+al+study+dingoes&hl=en&as_sdt=0&as_vis=1&oi=sc
holart#d=gs_qabs&u=%23p%3D‐Uh7vKHlG‐MJ ) showed that only 5 out of 623 wild canids that had been killed were
feral domestic dogs with no dingo genes.
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I know that for the safety and protection of our beautiful environment a lot needs to be done, but my main hope is
that we eradicate the use of 1080 poison. Baits are constantly dropped because it is not succeeding in what it was
intended for which results in the countless number of innocent native species suffering and dying.
I believe one solution to be considered would be raising the bounty for foxes, feral cats and also introducing a
bounty for deer. This would encourage more hunters to assist in declining the numbers of these feral animals. Deer,
foxes and cats after all, are introduced species brought over to Australia from Europeans in early settlement.
These are the animals that are not suited to the land that Australia is unique for. Dingoes are a true native Australian
species that have been here since before European settlement. Sir Joseph Banks who voyaged alongside Captain
Cooke who “founded Australia” illustrated two paintings as of animals they first laid eyes amongst the land. These
animals were both the kangaroo and the dingo.
https://collections.rmg.co.uk/collections/objects/573620.html
This is definitive proof that dingoes are a true native species to Australia. Not to mention countless numbers of cave
painting by the aboriginal people around Australia.
In conclusion, I hope you consider what I have had to say and how I feel about the matters I’ve addressed.
I share such a deep love for our biodiversity as do so many Australians. 1080 poison is not the answer, it’s an
inhumane act. Various countries all over the world have banned this horrific poison. I believe Australia needs to lead
by example and completely eradicate the use 1080 poison.
We need to live alongside nature, not fight against it.
Yours sincerely,
Elliott Fraser
‐‐
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